
SWIMMING POOL
DEHUMIDIFICATION
AHU’s WITH HEAT PUMP



The level of acvity in swimming
pools affects the rate of evapora-
on since the surface area exposed 
to the air increases due to splashing, 
etc.  The level of needed venlaon 
varies significantly as acvies vary 
widely during the day and widely during the day and cease 
altogether overnight.

A variety of measures can be taken 
to reduce energy consumpon. 
Such as the use of: pool covers 
which can be rolled out overnight; 
variable speed fan motors; 
dehumidifidehumidificaon systems;
heat recovery units; 
improved insulaon;
etc.

The problem with indoor pools is that
they need to be heated to about 30°C
to provide a comfortable bathing 
environment. Even small deviaons 
from this temperature lead to discomfort
and complaints. Unfortunately, the
llevel of evaporaon at this temperature
is quite high. Most of the heat used to 
warm the water ends up in the hot, wet, 
energy-rich air above the pool. In the 
absence of venlaon, this air will 
become saturated with water and 
condensaon appears on all surfaces 
which are at a lwhich are at a lower temperature
than the air. Therefore, venlaon
systems are installed in order to dilute 
the concentraon of water vapour in 
the air and minimize condensaon on 
exposed surfaces.

The net effect is that the venlaon
drives out the energy which has beendrives out the energy which has been
used to maintain the water at 30°C. 
In addion, the cold inlet air has to be
heated to maintain an air temperature
near to the water temperature.
Clearly, less venlaon means less
energy loss but creates a higher risk 
of of condensaon and damage to 
the building.

Every swimming pool should offer
opmal microclimate condions to
its visitors. The high relave humidity
and condensaon in this environment
(especially within covered swimming
pools) significantly reduces
ccomfort and also leads to damage
of the building structure and nearby
equipment. Using                       ‘s
concept soluon, which offers precise
control of the microclimate found in
covered swimming pools, minimizes
these negave processes and provides
oopmal comfort to visitors.



CONSTRUCTION

MAX.E POOL is a single "1 piece" (standalone) unit. The construcon is
manufactured from high quality profiles made of extruded aluminum 
characterized by high strength and resistance to adverse weather 
condions.  Unit size 13.0 consists of two blocks. The connecon 
between the two blocks is carried out by aluminum connecon plates.
Unit enclosure panels are double skinned and shall Unit enclosure panels are double skinned and shall comprise of
a 1mm inner skin manufactured from galvanized sheet steel,
50mm mineral wool insulaon having a density of 75kg/m3, and
a 1mm outer skin manufactured from galvanized sheet steel.
Both the inner and outer skins have a powder polymer coang
color RAL9006. The insulaon material is thermal and sound
absorbing, fire and high temperature resistant, mineral wool
having CE having CE cerficate in accordance with EN14303.

Gaskets - Closed cell structure gaskets, made of Ethylene
Propylene Diene Monomer (EPDM) are used for internal insulaon 
and separaon between the air flow sides- supply and exhaust, 
as well as on all doors and panels to protect the unit from internal 
and external leakages.  The components wherein condensaon 
may occur (such as, direct expansion coils and plate heat exchanger) 
are equipped with a are equipped with a condensate drain pan. The condensate is removed 
via drain outlets connected to siphons (detailed schemacs are provided 
with the documentaon of the unit). The condensate drain pans are 
a welded steel structure made from 1.2mm thick galvanized steel sheets 
with a powder coang.





FILTERS

Filters are installed at the entrance of 
the unit to ensure normal operaon 
of the AHU and to prevent contamin-
aon of the components. 

Microcell filters are used in the
             units. These filters are 
made of plated micro glass paper 
and spaced with hotmelt adhesive 
beads which are uniformly posioned 
to deliver opmum airflow. The frame 
is constructed with composite material 
(plasc) and 130mm Galvanized steel 
shesheets. 

The Classes of filtraon are M6 (standard), 
F7, F8 and F9 (oponal). 

One of the benefits of using this type of 
filter is that despite the turbulence, 
variable air volume, and vibraon 
found in the system, it performs perfectly. 
SinSince the air passes equally through 
Microcell filters, a maximum service 
life is achieved. Microcell filter s are 
unaffected by fan shut down or start up, 
can resist up to 1000 Pa. of differenal 
pressure, and work perfectly in humid 
condions



Operaon in Standsll Mode
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Operaon in Summer -
Venlaon with Heat Pump

Operaon in Transional Periods -
Venlaon and Heat Pump

Operaon in Winter - 
Dehumidificaon with Heat Pump

4.  Operaon in Summer - 
  100% Venlaon Without Heat Pump
During the summer the heat pump is switched off and only 
the exhaust and supply fan are operang. The bypass of the 
plate heat exchanger is open and the unit supplies to the 
pool the maximum quanty of fresh air, achieving an 
oopmum comfort.

3.  Operaon in Transional Periods - 
  Venlaon and Heat Pump
The outside temperatures during the transional periods are 
average and relavely high,          supplies to the pool 
100% fresh air. Thus maximum comfort is achieved with 
minimum energy costs. The Heat Pump is switched on only 
if needed.if needed.

1.  Operaon in Standsll Mode (Without Swimmers)
The exhaust air from the pool is pre-cooled in the plate heat 
exchanger, then sub-cooled in the evaporator below the dew 
point temperature. The moisture in the form of condense is 
taken out. The dehumidified air is parally mixed with 
recirculaon air. The mixed air is heated within the condenser 
and then supplied and then supplied to the pool. The plate heat exchanger is 
used as an economizer, significantly reducing the energy costs.



* These figures are representave and may vary based on customer specificaons, components used, and/or factory improvements.




